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A Survey of Selected Indoor Positioning Methods for Smartphones
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Abstract—This paper provides an overview of the most significant existing methods for indoor positioning on a contemporary smartphone. The approaches include Wi-Fi and Bluetooth based positioning, magnetic field fingerprinting, map aided navigation using building floor plans, and aiding from self-contained sensors. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth based positioning methods considered in this survey are fingerprint approaches that determine a user’s position using a database of radio signal strength measurements that were collected earlier at known locations. Magnetic field fingerprinting can be used in an information fusion algorithm to improve positioning. The map-matching algorithms include application of wall constraints, topological indoor maps, and building geometry for heading correction. Finally, methods for step counting, step length and direction estimation, orientation change detection in multi-storey buildings are discussed.

Index Terms—Indoor positioning, WLAN, BLE, magnetometer, fingerprinting, map-matching, IMU.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since every smartphone is equipped with GNSS or Assisted GNSS receiver, street navigation with smartphones is ubiquitous. However, there is no single technology that can provide reliable indoor positioning. Among technologies suitable for indoor positioning that potentially can be implemented on smartphones are:

- Use of radio frequency (RF) signals, either those already present such as wireless local area networks (WLAN), or cellular, or those generated by new and dedicated infrastructure (RFID/NFC, Bluetooth).
- Self-contained sensors: tri-axis accelerometer, tri-axis gyroscope, tri-axis magnetometer, barometer
- Indoor map (building floor plan)
- Magnetic field fingerprinting

None of these technologies is a complete solution to all indoor positioning needs on mass-market devices and their advantages and disadvantages depend on the nature of each technology. For example, UWB- and RFID- based solutions require deployment of new infrastructure and addition of new hardware components to smartphones. These additional costs currently limit use of tag-based solutions to Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).

Typical tasks for indoor navigation with smartphone include locating people and places in public buildings like universities, malls and airports, at sport events, conventions, etc., keeping track of children and elderly people, and automatically tagging posts and pictures. To meet these requirements, positioning accuracy in a typical office building has to be at the room level and the floor has to be correctly identified. In the case of large open spaces such as airport and shopping malls an accuracy of several meters is enough to establish visual contact and find the required place, for example, an airport gate. For some applications like store navigation or a guided tour of museums better positioning accuracy is required. It can be achieved by BLE based positioning when the beacons are densely placed in the required areas.

Currently most of smartphones use WLAN based indoor positioning that usually satisfies the position accuracy requirements in areas rich with WLAN routers. However, the accuracy significantly depends on the density of WLAN routers and on the quality of the radio map which usually deteriorates over time and has to be updated on a regular basis. Improvement of WLAN/BLE based positioning can be achieved if additional sensors and sources of information are used, for example self-contained sensors that improve accuracy and reliability between WLAN based position updates and during gaps in WLAN/BLE coverage. Other commonly used methods to improve positioning are map-matching and magnetic field fingerprinting. They can be fused with WLAN/BLE and sensors to improve position accuracy. Magnetic field based positioning is conceptually similar to terrain navigation systems in military aircraft and submarines, in which altitude or depth are map-matched to estimate the position; in magnetic indoor positioning the features are the local distortions in magnetic field caused mainly by steel in the building structure.

The major components and data flow in a smartphone positioning system are shown in Fig. 1. These technologies meet
the requirements for mass market deployment on smartphones, however not necessarily all of these components have to be present in the positioning system. Possible combinations of technologies for indoor navigation include:

- WLAN (map is used for display purpose only)
- WLAN and sensors
- WLAN and indoor map for map-matching
- WLAN, map-matching and sensors

Magnetic field fingerprinting and BLE based positioning can be added to any of these combinations. This paper describes the technologies and position-estimation methods of these technology components.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II considers WLAN and BLE based positioning systems. Magnetic field fingerprinting is explained in Section III. Map-matching approaches suitable for implementation in indoor environment are presented in Section IV. Section V surveys the use of smartphone sensors to improve positioning and to bridge gaps in WLAN and Bluetooth coverage. Finally, Section VI summarizes this survey of approaches to indoor positioning using smartphones and gives recommendations for future research in this area.

II. WLAN AND BLE BASED POSITIONING

WLAN access points (AP) broadcast beacon frames, which include the AP’s media access control (MAC) address, typically every 100 ms to announce their presence in a certain area [1]. The mobile nodes receive these signals and can identify the AP according to its MAC address. Although WLAN was not designed for positioning, it can be used to estimate user location by exploiting the received signal strength (RSS) measurements. This technology is very attractive for positioning because WLAN APs are readily available in most buildings and every smartphone has WLAN connectivity. However, WLAN positioning requires the generation and maintenance of a radio map, which is a time-consuming and labor-intensive task. Using crowdsourcing for the radio map is difficult because reference position data is usually not available indoors, and so collection of positioning data cannot be done in the background on user devices. Smartphone implementation of WLAN based positioning is usually based on the RSS methods. Since the measured RSS data is very noisy only two-stage approaches that include the preliminary stage of the training data collection can provide required localization accuracy.

This section overviews some established fingerprinting algorithms such as nearest neighbour (NN), k-nearest neighbour (KNN), weighted k-nearest neighbour (WKNN), coverage area and path-loss (PL) which are the most common approaches in RSS based positioning on smartphones (Fig. 2) as well as recently emerging techniques such as state vector machines (SVM), multiple weighted decision trees, compressive sensing, channel state information (CSI) and deep learning.

A. RSS based positioning

A basic approach to positioning is trilateration (Fig. 3). This technique estimates the location of a mobile node by measuring its distances to several reference points. First, the RSS measurements are converted to distance from a mobile node to APs, then the location of a node is computed using the geometry of circles. However, in the case of WLAN based positioning the trilateration method does not give accurate results because of the errors arising when converting RSS measurements to distance. This problem is especially severe in indoor environments where WLAN signals can be reflected by walls and attenuated by people’s bodies. In addition, RSS measurements are also affected by the smartphone orientation. The conversion of signal strength to distance is based on a path-loss model such as Eq. 6 which will be discussed in subsection II-D2.

An alternative to explicit conversion of signal strength measurement into distance is the comparison of the RSS measurements with a radio map. This pattern recognition approach to localization is called location fingerprinting. There are two stages for location fingerprinting (Fig. 4): offline stage and online stage. In the offline stage, the site is surveyed and the RSS values ("fingerprints") are measured at different
are disjoint, that is
\[ P(\text{we assume that the cells cover all possible locations, that is)} \]
where \( f \) is the fingerprint. The fingerprinting localizations required for radio map generation is a time-consuming and also by the density of people within the building at this time, since the human body strongly attenuates signal at 2.4 GHz frequencies. The radio map accuracy also degrades over time because of the WLAN APs transmitting power variation and other environmental changes such as position of furniture and walls. Therefore, new fingerprints have to be collected periodically to keep the radio map up to date.

**C. Deterministic fingerprinting algorithms**

Most of the deterministic fingerprinting approaches compute position based on minimization of the Euclidean distance in the RSS measurement space considering all "heard" APs [5]. The user location estimate is chosen to be the calibration point \( x_j \) that is closest (Eq. 2), that is
\[
\hat{x} = \arg\min_{x_j} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} (r_i - \rho_i(x_j))^2 \right)
\]
where \( r_i \) is the measured RSS from the \( i \)-th AP during the online positioning phase, \( \rho_i(x_j) \) is the \( i \)-th AP’s RSS fingerprint measured at the \( j \)-th calibration point during the site survey phase.

Examples of deterministic location fingerprinting algorithms include the nearest neighbour algorithm and its generalizations KNN and WKNN [3], [6], [7]. These methods determine the location of the mobile node by comparing the recorded RSS values from the database with the RSS values measured by a mobile node. \( k \) calibration points with the most similar RSS value sets are selected. In this approach, \( k \) is a design parameter that can be selected to achieve better accuracy. Usually, when the radio map density is high \( k \) should be small. For typical cases the optimal \( k \) value is about 3-4.

The estimated user location is computed giving equal importance to all \( k \) fingerprints. A generalization is to assign
D. Probabilistic fingerprinting algorithms

Many approaches apply probabilistic fingerprinting algorithms [5], [8], [9] by estimating the probability distribution of the measured RSS values given the value of the user’s location \( p(x|r_1, \ldots, r_n) \). The most likely user’s location maximises the posterior probability. Therefore, the problem can be formulated as

\[
\hat{x} = \arg \max_x (p(x|r_1, \ldots, r_n))
\]

(3)

This so-called posterior distribution of the location distribution is usually computed using Bayes rule:

\[
p(x|r_1, \ldots, r_n) = \frac{p(r_1, \ldots, r_n|x)p(x)}{p(r_1, \ldots, r_n)}
\]

(4)

The prior distribution \( p(x) \) encompasses additional information about personal user profile, for example, tendency towards some particular location [8]. In most publications it is assumed that there is no a priori information about the user position and all locations can be accessed with equal probability, i.e. the prior is uniform. The denominator also does not depend on the location and can be treated as a normalizing constant. In this case the problem is equivalent to the Maximum Likelihood estimation

\[
\hat{x} = \arg \max_x (p(r_1, \ldots, r_n|x))
\]

(5)

The solution of this problem requires knowledge of the likelihood function that describes the distribution of the fingerprint data at all possible locations. The likelihood function can be approximated by histograms or some parametric distributions, for example Gaussian distribution. This leads to non-parametric or parametric probabilistic methods. Parametric or model-based algorithms use models with small numbers of parameters to describe the fingerprint data. Compared to non-parametric methods they have one major advantage – reduced data transmission. Two widely used examples of probabilistic parametric location fingerprinting algorithms are coverage area models and path-loss models [3], [7], [10]. The former approach uses elliptical probability distributions for modeling the area in which an AP’s signal can be received. The latter is based on the RSS power loss model calibrated from fingerprinting data.

1) Coverage area models: A coverage area (CA) estimate is a probabilistic model of the set of locations at which signals from this specific AP was received in the learning phase. It is not a model of the actual geographical CA of WLAN AP (unless the survey points were uniformly distributed), and it does not model the AP location. If fingerprint location density matches user location density (which is reasonable assumption for fingerprints collected by crowdsourcing), the CA estimate models the location probabilities of the users within reception range of the WLAN AP, although the actual reception area can be much larger. The CA method considered in [7], [10], [12] ignores the specific RSS values corresponding to IDs of observed APs. Therefore, it is more robust to changes in the radio environment than fingerprinting methods that use these values. However, CA methods have lower accuracy compared with nonparametric fingerprinting methods such as KNN and WKNN that record corresponding RSS values, and use them during positioning.

Fig. 6a conceptually shows the actual CA from WLAN access point, and the fingerprints collected during training phase. The CA is approximated by an ellipsoidal probability density shown in Fig. 6b. The distribution’s location and shape parameters are computed from fingerprints using Bayesian estimation, which combines the prior information and information given by the data [12]. Given the coverage areas of all APs that can be “heard”, the user position can be computed as a weighted average of the ellipsoid centers, with weights determined by the ellipsoid shape parameters, as shown in Fig. 7.

2) Path-loss models: PL models describe the RSS as a function of distance from the AP. In the simplest models the PL depends only on the transmission power and distance from AP. A standard assumption is that the signal attenuates logarithmically in terms of the distance between the AP and the user. A PL model typically contains several parameters that have to be determined before the positioning phase. A commonly used PL model [13] is

\[
RSS = A - 10n \log_{10} ||x - \mathbf{m}|| + \nu
\]

(6)

where \( A \) is apparent transmission power, \( n \) is a parameter describing attenuation properties of the environment, \( \mathbf{m} \) is AP location, \( x \) is a mobile device’s location, and \( \nu \) is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable used for modeling the shadow fading. Positioning based on PL model has two phases: an offline learning phase and online positioning phase. In the learning phase RSS values are collected at known locations. Then unknown parameters \( A, n, \mathbf{m} \) are inferred for each AP from the posterior probability distribution [14]

\[
p(A, n, \mathbf{m} | RSS_{1:n}) \propto p(RSS_{1:n} | A, n, \mathbf{m}) p(A, n, \mathbf{m})
\]

(7)

Nurminen et al. [14] estimated AP position and PL model parameters simultaneously using the Iterative Reweighted Least Squares method and Bayesian approach, which permits updating AP position estimate and PL model parameters as new fingerprint data becomes available. During positioning phase
the user position is inferred from the RSS that can be detected from several APs according to the following equations

\[
RSS_i | x, A_j, n_{ij}, m_j \sim N(A_j - 10n_{ij} \log_{10} \| x - m_j \|, \Sigma)
\]

\[
p(x, A_{1:k}, n_{1:k}, m_{1:k}|RSS_{1:k})
\]

\[
\propto p(RSS_{1:k}|x, A_{1:k}, n_{1:k}, m_{1:k})p(x, A, n, m)
\]

\[
p(x|RSS_{1:k}) = \int_{p(x, A_{1:k}, n_{1:k}, m_{1:k}|RSS_{1:k})} dA_{1:k}dn_{1:k} dm_{1:k}
\]

where \( A_j \) is apparent transmission power from \( j \)-th AP, \( n_{ij} \) is a parameter describing attenuation properties of the environment, \( m_j \) is \( j \)-th AP location, \( x \) is a mobile device’s location, and \( \Sigma \) is a covariance of RSS measurement noise. From RSS measurements and PL models the distances between a set of reference nodes and the target node are estimated, which then enables estimation of the user’s position. However, the position estimate is sensitive to signal noise and PL model parameter uncertainties, which are large because the distance-power gradient is relatively small. Consequently, these estimates are generally less accurate than radio signal based estimates that are derived using angle of arrival or time delay measurements.

**E. Application of machine learning methods and compressive sensing in fingerprint positioning**

Support vector machines (SVM) is a technique for data classification, statistical analysis and machine learning that was recently applied for RSS fingerprinting positioning [15], [16]. The SVM classifies data by finding the best hyperplane that separates all data points of one class from those of the other. The best hyperplane for an SVM means the one with the largest margin between the two classes. Margin means the maximal width of the parallel to the hyperplane that has no interior data points. Classification of the fingerprint database can obtain optimal nearest neighbor points. Wu et al. [15] mentioned that when SVM is applied to RSS fingerprinting localization the inference model has to be built in advance. Therefore, SVM does not solve the biggest disadvantage of traditional RSS fingerprinting related to adaptivity to changes in the environment. Feng et al. [16] proposed to use the SVM and bilinear median interpolation method to reduce the calibration effort on creating RSS fingerprint map while retaining the required positioning accuracy.

Sanchez et al. [17] proposed an indoor localization system based on multiple weighted decision trees. In addition to the RSS from different APs, the training dataset includes the device orientation because the RSS is significantly influenced by the different device orientations. This approach is computationally efficient and can be implemented on a resource-constrained mobile devices. This localization algorithm is about 100 times faster than well known Horus [9] RSS fingerprinting positioning algorithms.

Feng et al. [18] applied the compressive sensing approach for the radio map reconstruction using only a subset of RSS fingerprints, thus significantly reducing the number of measurements during fingerprinting database update. Compressive sensing is a signal processing algorithm for sparse signals recovery from a small number of noisy measurements by solving an \( L_1 \)-minimization problem. Their location estimator consists of a coarse locator, where the RSS is compared to a number of clusters to detect in which cluster the node is located, followed by a fine localization step, using the theory of compressive sensing, to further refine the location estimation.

**F. Difficulties with WLAN based positioning system deployment**

The accuracy of WLAN RSS-based positioning systems can be seriously affected by attenuation of WLAN signals by people, heterogeneous mobile devices and their pose. The effectiveness of WLAN based fingerprinting system deployment is characterized mainly by the required time and efforts for site survey and maintenance of fingerprint database to keep it up-to-date.

1) Devices heterogeneity and orientation: RSS measurements made by different commodity smartphones can vary significantly even under the same wireless conditions since these devices are usually equipped with different WLAN chipsets and antennas. Viel and Asplund [19] observed the difference in RSS of up to 12 dBm from same signal measured by different smartphones. According to He and Chan [20] the major factors affect the RSS measurement on smartphones are WLAN chipset sensitivity, antenna installation position and smartphone’s operation system. Therefore, a WLAN based positioning system that relies on RSS fingerprints generally does not perform well across heterogeneous devices.

Hossain et al. [21] presented new approach for RSS indicator calibration on heterogeneous devices that is robust to mobile device hardware heterogeneity. The approach is based on a new location fingerprint, namely, signal strength difference (SSD) that is free from hardware-specific parameters, such as antenna gain and transmitter/receiver power gain. The algorithm selects one AP measurement which will be deducted from all other RSS measurements. Therefore, the constant factor of antenna gain is deducted. However, this approach suffers from RSS noise fluctuations. The SSD fingerprinting is also applicable to BLE based positioning.

There are also approaches for offline calibration of heterogeneous smartphones. Laoudias et al. [22] noticed that RSS measurements on different devices are correlated and can
be approximated by a linear model. They proposed to build a linear regression for RSS measurements on two different devices. The disadvantage of this method is that it requires offline training before an accurate mapping relationship can be learned.

Chapre et al. [23] measured RSS on a stationary laptop from 13 APs in a typical office environment. The data was collected for 4 directions such as east, west, north and south during 24 hours at a fixed location. The results show that the RSS variation for the different directions is on average 3 dBm. Della Rosa et al. [24] conducted similar experiments on smartphones and also reported that RSS measurements depend on the specific smartphone’s orientation with respect to the AP. The RSS variation for different directions depends also on the type of smartphone. It was 3.6 dBm for Nokia N900 and 7.6 dBm for iPhone 4.

2) Attenuation of WLAN signals by people: Della Rosa et al. [25] studied the body-loss effect on the RSS measurements on smartphones. The experimental results show that the signal strength at a given location varies by up to 5 dBm depending on the direction that the user is facing because the user’s body creates a systematic source of error in RSS measurements. Correcting this source of error during positioning phase can be difficult. Hand grip is another source of error in the RSS measurements on smartphones because of close proximity of hand to the antenna. In [25] the authors made RSS measurements on a smartphone in the same environment for two different cases: (a) the hand is not covering the WLAN antenna and (b) the antenna is fully covered. The test results show that the RSS error because of hand grip can reach 12 dBm that corresponds to approximately 9 m of range error at the distance of 3 m from the AP.

3) AP selection: Appropriate AP selection can reduce the computational burden and in some cases improve the WLAN based positioning accuracy. Youssef et al. [26] proposed to reduce computational cost by choosing only a subset of all "heard" APs with the strongest signal. In this case the position is computed using only information from the selected APs and other APs are discarded.

Fang and Lin [27] developed another approach for reduction of fingerprint dimension transforming RSS to a new set of variables that is comprised of principal components (PC). In this way the information for different APs is reorganized and squeezed into lower dimension by a linear transformation. The work also presents an algorithm for determining the number of PCs required to obtain good performance and make sure that the discarded information is in fact the redundant noise. He and Chan [20] assumed that a major concern with fingerprint dimension reduction proposed in [27] is that the selected APs and their weights derived from the offline training samples may be not optimal during online positioning because the environment dynamically changes. The importance of APs in online localization can be different if the set training samples is too small or outdated.

G. Positioning accuracy of WLAN based approach

The positioning accuracy of WLAN based approaches depends mainly on the following factors: density of the WLAN APs, resolution of the radio map, degradation of radio map accuracy with time, and positioning algorithm. Therefore, the positioning performance of the same algorithms can be very different at different sites, or even in the same building if the radio map has not been updated for long time and collected fingerprint data does not represent well actual signals. Müller et al. [7] evaluated major algorithms for WLAN based positioning by analyzing their positioning accuracy during field tests in a university campus that represents a typical office building densely covered by WLAN APs. The goal of these experiments was to compare the performance of different fingerprinting algorithms: WKNN, coverage area (CA), path-loss (PL), and generalized Gaussian mixture (GGM) approximation of the PL model. The major effects of environmental changes such as density of APs and radio map accuracy degradation were also evaluated.

An example of estimated user position for three parametric fingerprinting algorithms and an up-to-date radio map is shown in Fig. 8. The actual user location is shown by a black line and the recorded fingerprints are depicted as grey dots. The position accuracy was slightly better for PL and GGM algorithms: 50% of the error was below 8 m, compare to CA algorithm for which the error was about 10 m. However, CA algorithm requires 30-50 times less computational effort compare to PL and GGM. Non-parametric WKNN also showed good performance with position error below 6 m 50% of time. When 90% of access points were dropped the position error of CA algorithm slightly increased to about 12 m (50% of time). The GGM algorithm’s position error was also about 10 m, and PL algorithm’s position error was about 15 m. However, the performance of WKNN algorithm deteriorated significantly exhibiting the largest position errors among all of these algorithms. Finally, the performance of these algorithms was also compared when the fingerprints data was not up-to-date: data for generating the radio maps and data for positioning were collected with a time gap of several months to evaluate the performance degradation over time. All parametric methods preserved their positioning performances, while the WKNN algorithm’s performance degraded significantly [7].
H. Future trends in WLAN based positioning

Unlike the RSS values that essentially represent the total received power, the channel state information (CSI) contains information about the channel between sender and receiver at the level of individual data subcarriers for each pair of transmit and receive antennas and reports the amplitude and the phase of each of the subcarriers [28]–[30]. The CSI describes the combined effect of scattering, fading, and power decay with distance. It achieves higher robustness than traditional RSS fingerprinting and it can potentially replace RSS in WLAN based positioning systems. However, the WLAN cards on modern commodity smartphones do not support the CSI data collection. Current prototype systems for CSI data collection are laptop based and use the Intel WiFi Link 5300 network interface card, which is the only commercial tool for CSI data recording based on the 802.11 standard. The example of WLAN fingerprinting positioning systems are given in [31], [32]. Wang et al. [31] proposed a deep learning based fingerprinting scheme that uses CSI information for all the subcarriers from three antennas. Another version of fingerprinting positioning approach is based on calibrated phase information of CSI [32].

I. BLE based positioning

The emergence of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons opens up a new generation of indoor positioning systems that can be more accurate, reliable and efficient. BLE can be used in new applications for a multitude of new markets such as IoT, connected home, health, omnichannel retail, ambient intelligence, augmented reality, and mobile advertising. ABI Research’s report, "BLE Tags: The Location of Things" states that total BLE beacon shipments could exceed 400 million units in 2020. The Bluetooth Special Interest Group predicts that by 2018 more than 90 percent of Bluetooth-enabled smartphones will support the BLE standard, so this technology will become ubiquitous.

BLE devices operate in the same 2.4 GHz band as WLAN and Classic Bluetooth 2.1. However, BLE has some special characteristics such as high scan rate, short handshake procedure and very low power consumption that make it different from these technologies. Since BLE beacons are powered by their own batteries they can be placed everywhere, unlike WLAN AP, which are typically placed near power outlets in such a way as to optimize signal coverage with minimal infrastructure deployment. So, another advantage of BLE is in the freedom to place beacons to provide good signal geometry [33].

1) BLE beacons: At the moment, there are several types available, each with their own standards and advantages. The most popular BLE beacon ecosystems are Apple’s iBeacon, Google’s URIBeacon and Eddystone, and Radius Networks’ AltBeacon. iBeacon reliably works with Apple’s iOS and compatible with Google’s Android. Other beacons have open source protocol and are compatible with different mobile operating platforms. A BLE beacon is self-contained and very small, roughly the size of a coin and it is in sleep mode most of the time and only wakes up when a connection is initiated [34]. Power consumption is kept low because the actual connection times are only a few milliseconds. The maximum power consumption is 15 mA, and the average power consumption is only about 1 µA. A BLE beacon is usually a 1-way transmitter that transmits a 16-24 digit string of characters, which can identify the individual beacon.

2) Positioning with BLE beacons: Indoor positioning based on BLE can use the same methods as WLAN based positioning, namely, fingerprinting. One difference is that BLE is available in class 1 and class 2 versions, where class 1 has a data transmission range of up to 100 meters in open spaces while class 2 range is about 10 m. Radio maps for BLE can include one additional parameter describing the class of Bluetooth. Zhao et al. [35] compared BLE and WLAN based positioning and came to conclusion that BLE is superior for indoor localization for the following reasons: (a) channel hopping mechanism, (b) lower transmission power, and (c) much higher scan rate than WiFi. Frequent channel hopping can average out interference in a given channel or completely remove interference when BLE radios hop to the next channel. This makes the RSS less noisy. The lower transmission power of BLE can reduce the multipath effect in some scenarios. The high scan rate makes it possible to average out the occasional outliers caused by interference or multipath effect and improve the tracking accuracy.

Another difference is that BLE can provide very accurate (submeter-level) positioning in proximity mode when the transmitting power is set to low levels. The proximity is usually detected applying thresholds on RSS measured on a smartphone. To reduce fluctuations in the measured RSS the data can be smoothed, for example, by applying exponentially weighted moving average [36]. Apple and Qualcomm have released frameworks that exploit the proximity mode of BLE to provide "microlocation" and detect the presence/absence of a device within a certain radio range. Based on this, notifications and special offers can be sent to the user’s smartphone.

In close proximity (less than one meter) to a beacon the distance estimation based on RSS is very accurate because the signal power decreases as the lognormal attenuation model, which relates the RSS to distance d with the following function [35], [36]:

$$RSS(d) = RSS(d_0) + 10n \log(d/d_0) + X_\sigma$$

(9)

where RSS(d_0) is the value of RSS (dBm) at the reference distance d_0, n is the path loss exponent, and X_\sigma is the zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance $\sigma^2$. The path loss exponent has a theoretical value of 2 for unobstructed free space propagation, corresponding to a loss of -20 dB/decade. However, in real environments path loss typically is much higher due to shadowing and multipath interference. Therefore the ranging performance deteriorates with range, and at 10 m the ranging error would be around 5 m [33].

3) Accuracy of BLE based positioning: Zhao et al. [35] conducted extensive experiments in indoor environments and compared the positioning accuracy of BLE and WLAN in almost identical environment and conditions. The results showed that BLE based positioning is more accurate than WLAN
by around 27 percent. The authors also demonstrated that BLE propagation model can describe RSS as function of range better than WLAN. This can be explained by the lower transmitter power of BLE and, as a consequence, smaller range and less multipath. This is the major reason why BLE is better suited for positioning than WLAN and potentially can be more accurate when used in indoor navigation.

Lohan et al. [37] also compared positioning accuracy of WLAN and BLE based positioning. In their setup the number of WLAN routers was almost three times larger than the number of BLE beacons. So, the environment and conditions were not identical. The results showed that the positioning accuracy was almost the same for WLAN and BLE. The authors made a general conclusion that the WLAN and BLE signal propagation in multi-floor buildings is very similar, and that a PL model with a floor-loss factor can be successfully employed in order to achieve good floor detection probabilities and low position estimation errors.

**J. Summary of WLAN and BLE based positioning**

Currently, WLAN and/or BLE based positioning is a backbone for indoor navigation with a smartphone. The advantage of this technology is in the wide dissemination of WLAN infrastructure and the growing number of BLE beacons and also the presence of integrated WLAN and BLE radio in almost every smartphone. The main drawback is radio map creation and maintenance. One solution to this problem is to use crowdsourcing. However, how to implement this is still an open problem. Other disadvantages of WLAN based positioning are the low scan rate of WLAN RSS, usually 0.2-0.3 Hz and large errors in RSS measurements due to device heterogeneity, smartphone’s orientation, and attenuation of signals by people.

In typical office buildings or shopping malls WLAN based positioning provides an accuracy of about 10 meters, which is not always enough to meet the requirements for LBS services of a room level place recognition and correct floor identification. The BLE positioning can be potentially very accurate with up to one meter position accuracy in proximity mode. However, the BLE beacons are not so ubiquitous as WLAN APs. The WLAN based positioning can be improved if it is aided by other technologies such as map-matching and self-contained sensors.

**III. MAGNETIC FIELD FINGERPRINTING**

Magnetic field fingerprinting uses a map of magnetic field distribution inside buildings for indoor positioning. Disturbances of the Earth’s magnetic field indoors are caused mainly by the metal structure of buildings. The positioning approach consists of two phases [38], [39]: offline mapping of the magnetic field measurements at known locations and online positioning by matching the measured magnetic field with the fingerprints from the database. Unlike WLAN or BLE based positioning, magnetic fingerprinting provides only local positioning because of its spatial ambiguity.

This approach has one important advantage that makes it attractive for indoor positioning: the magnetic field is everywhere, it is relatively stable [40]–[42], and consequently no pre-installed infrastructure is required. Since the output rate for a typical smartphone’s magnetometer is about 10 Hz the generation of magnetic field map and positioning can be continuous [43]. However, there are also serious disadvantages: (a) a single fingerprint consists of only a small number of parameters, at most three, but usually two or even one; (b) the magnetic field gradient sometimes can be very steep [40]; (c) intermittent magnetic interferences can be significant.

Measurements of the magnetic field vector come from the smartphone’s 3D magnetometer in the device coordinate system. Since the smartphone pose can change freely the knowledge of the transformation between the device and global frames is required. Accurate computation of smartphone’s 3D pose is a difficult task because the heading measurements are unreliable when magnetic field disturbances are large. In many real life scenarios the direction of gravity (measured by accelerometers) is the only pose component that can be computed, thus reducing the number of fingerprint parameters to two [44]. If even the direction of the gravity cannot be computed, then only the magnitude of the magnetic field intensity $|m|$ can be used as a single fingerprint parameter since magnitude $|m|$ is independent of magnetic sensor pose [38]. The small dimension of fingerprints makes the magnetic field fingerprinting unreliable and spatially ambiguous. In addition to this it also sets stringent requirements for fingerprint database creation. The large gradients of magnetic field are advantageous for positioning making possible sub-meter position accuracy. However, it also requires a very high resolution magnetic field map, thus making efficient magnetic field mapping one of the biggest challenges for this approach.

Other challenges of using the magnetic field for positioning with smartphones include diversity of devices and usage scenarios, and significant variability of magnetic field with altitude. Shu et al. [42] demonstrated that for the same magnetic field, different devices show different readings of the magnitude of the collected magnetic signals along exactly the same path. Also for the same device, the data collected at different device’s altitudes is different. Therefore, to achieve good accuracy the magnetic field map should be three-dimensional. Also during positioning phase the altitude has to be accurately estimated which is impossible in the case of pedestrian navigation with smartphones and usually only correct floor can be identified.

A commonly used approach for incorporating measured magnetic field intensity into a positioning system is to use a statistical model. If magnetic field measurement errors are Gaussian the likelihood function is given by a multivariate normal distribution with mean $h(x)$ and covariance $\mathbf{R}$ [38], [45]

$$p(z|x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^n|\mathbf{R}|}} \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2}(z-h(x))^T \mathbf{R}^{-1}(z-h(x)) \right)$$

(10)

where $z$ is the magnetic field intensity measurement, $x$ is the location, and the function $h(x)$ represents magnetic field map or fingerprints generated during training phase. If the magnitude of the magnetic field intensity is used as an observation, then the multivariate normal distribution in Eq. 10 is replaced
The framework for position estimation is similar to terrain navigation with matching of altitude (for aircraft) or depth (for ships) [46]. This approach requires data fusion with a positioning system that produces estimates of the user’s location. In the case of indoor pedestrian navigation this can be PDR, WLAN and/or BLE based positioning or any combination of these systems. The dynamic system model including propagation and measurement equations can be defined as [45]

\[ x_{t+1} = x_t + u_t + v_t; \quad t = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \] (11a)
\[ z_t = h(x_t) + e_t; \quad t = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \] (11b)

where \( u_t \) is the estimated displacement from the previous position, \( x_t \), at time \( t \), \( v_t \) is the random error associated with the navigation system that provided \( x_t \), \( h(x_t) \) is the function that maps a specific value of \( x_t \) to the measurement domain, and \( z_t \) is the actual measurement collected by the sensor, which has a measurement error, \( e_t \). For the case when the measurement noise \( e_t \) is Gaussian, the estimation algorithm can be the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) with likelihood function given by Eq. 10. The MLE can be combined with the position estimate from the propagation equation using Bayes rule and the law of total probability. According to the Bayesian view, the posterior probability density function (pdf) \( p(x_{0:t}|z_{1:t}) \) contains all the statistical information available about the state vector sequence \( x_{0:t} \) given the information in the \( z_{1:t} \) measurements. If the probabilistic model of the transitional density is described by a Markov process of the first order, then the posterior pdf can be calculated recursively as [47]

\[ p(x_{0:t}|z_{1:t}) \propto p(z_t|x_t)p(x_t|x_{t-1})p(x_{0:t-1}|z_{1:t-1}). \] (12)

where \( p(z_t|x_t) \) is the likelihood of \( x_t \) given the measurement \( z_t \) (Eq. 10), and \( p(x_t|x_{t-1}) \) is the mobility model based on the propagation equation described in Eq. 11a. However, very often the analytical solution for Eq. 12 is not tractable. Therefore, the problem is usually solved numerically by means of a particle filter, where the posterior pdf is approximated by a particle set [48], or by a point mass filter, where the densities are approximated using a grid of point masses [46].

**IV. MAP-AIDED NAVIGATION INDOORS**

The idea of using building geometry for reduction of position and heading errors in autonomous positioning systems has been extensively exploited in the last several years. In the case of pedestrian indoor navigation, building floor plans represent constraints that restrict movements. For example, people cannot walk through walls and floor changes can occur only via staircases or elevators. The goal of map-aided navigation is to exploit prior information contained in maps or building plans to improve positioning accuracy. The problem is to do in an automated way what our eyes/brains can do so well. When an indoor map is available in addition to a WLAN or BLE based solution it can improve the positioning accuracy. There are currently three approaches to map aided navigation indoors, all of which can be implemented on smartphones: probabilistic map matching based on particle filtering using wall constraints, topological map matching based on link-node representation of a building plan, and reduction of heading error by comparison with building cardinal heading. The purpose of these algorithms is to improve positioning and heading by adjusting the estimated path to the building plan. The major components of an indoor map-matching approach are shown in Fig. 9. In some cases some sensors may not be present in a smartphone. In this case estimations of velocity and heading that are necessary for particle propagation in map-matching algorithms can be obtained from other sources, for example, WLAN based positioning.

**A. Map-matching indoors using wall constraints**

Indoor versions of probabilistic map matching are based on numerical solution of the Bayesian filtering equation using algorithms known as particle filters [49]–[55]. These algorithms use a set of weighted random samples (particles) to represent the posterior density of the unknown position in a dynamic state estimation framework. The particles are distributed over the digital building plan where walls represent impassable obstacles. A particle that collides with a wall is excluded from the Monte Carlo simulation.

The goal of the Bayesian filter is to recursively solve for the posterior distribution \( p(x_{0:k}|y_{1:k}) \), i.e., the conditional distribution of the states \( x_{0:k} \) at time instants \( 0, 1, \ldots, k \) given the sequence of observations \( y_1, \ldots, y_k \). In a case of pedestrian navigation it is common to assume that the state is described by a discrete-time Markov process. In other words the state at time step \( t_k \) depends on the previous state at time \( t_{k-1} \) according to the probabilistic model \( p(x_k|x_{k-1}) \). The state of the Markov chain usually consists of the pedestrian’s horizontal position, heading and, optionally, the floor number: \( x_k = [x_k, y_k, \psi_k, f_k]^T \). Here, the \( k \) subscript corresponds to the \( t_k \) time instant. The evolution of the horizontal position in time can be described with the aid of a constant velocity model or dead-reckoning equations if velocity and heading are computed using phone’s sensors. In many cases, an additive zero-mean Gaussian noise in the speed and heading estimations provides a good approximation. Then the particles can
be simply sampled from the transitional prior described by

\[ p(x_k|x_{k-1}) = \mathcal{N}(x_k; a_k, \Sigma_k). \]  

(13)

In this formula, the \( i \)-th particle is a candidate state vector \( x^{(i)} \) with associated weight \( w^{(i)} \in [0, 1] \), the mean \( a_k \) for the normal distribution of position and heading which is calculated based on the motion model. The standard deviation \( \Sigma_k \) approximately corresponds to the uncertainty in velocity and heading. However, \( \Sigma_k \) can be larger to accommodate not only the motion model uncertainty, but also the uncertainty induced by the approximate nature of the particle filter algorithm [56].

In partially observable Markov chains the entire state cannot be measured. Usually only stochastic projection of the true state is available. In the case of indoor pedestrian navigation with WLAN or BLE based positioning the application of the map constraint expresses the fact that people cannot move through the building walls. In the proposed map-matching scheme, the map information is incorporated into the particle’s weight during update step where the measurement likelihood is defined as

\[ p(y_k|x_k^{(i)}) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if there is a wall} \\
p(y_k|x_k^{(i)}) & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \]  

(14)

here \( p(y_k|x_k^{(i)}) \) is the measurement model corresponding to the user’s location measurement \( y_k \) computed by the WLAN or BLE based positioning system.

This problem can be stated as the estimation of the sequence of states \( x_0, \ldots, x_k \) in partially observed Markov sequence given a map of the environment, and subject to the motion model \( p(x_k|x_{k-1}) \) and measurement model \( p(y_k|x_k) \). The prior probability at \( t_0 \), \( p(x_0) \) is assumed to be known. The goal is to find the best trajectory in terms of the minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion. The required posterior probability distribution can be expressed according to Bayes’ law as

\[ p(x_0|y_{1:k}) = \frac{p(y_k|x_0, \ldots, x_{k-1})p(x_0, \ldots, x_{k-1})}{p(y_k|x_{1:k-1})} \]

\[ \propto p(y_k|x_k)p(x_k|x_{k-1})p(x_0, \ldots, x_{k-1}|y_{1:k-1}). \]  

(15)

In this particular application, a particle filter provides a natural and intuitive way of incorporating building plan information into position estimation, by applying the direct constraint to each particle as was implemented in [49]–[51], [55]. All these approaches use the same method of building constraints implementation. The differences lie in the particle propagation and measurement update computation. These algorithms also use the smartphone’s sensors to compute the particle movement. Each particle is propagated in a procedure analogous to Kalman-type filters and can be represented by the following steps (Fig. 10):

1) Prediction step: The particles are projected to the next time step by sampling from a proposal distribution which can be chosen to be the transitional model \( p(x_k|x_{k-1}) \).

2) Application of wall constraint by reducing a particle weight if it crosses a wall.

3) Update step: Applying measurement update based on proximity of particle’s location to the WLAN or BLE computed position. The weights are updated according to

\[ w_k^{(i)} \propto w_{k-1}^{(i)} p(y_k|x_k^{(i)}). \]  

(16)

4) Resampling.

Since the particles represent a Monte Carlo approximation of the posterior probability density function expectation, the user location can be estimated as their weighted mean. The user’s path estimated in this way is optimal in terms of the minimum mean square error. Note that the path computed this way can cross walls because the particles can be in different parts of the building.

Khider at al. [53] used different particle propagation models to increase the robustness of map-matching algorithm, for example, the stochastic behavioral model, the diffusion movement model and map-enhanced combined model. Later the authors also addressed floor changes in [58] adapting diffusion movement models for 3D case. The vertical movement computation module is turned on if the person is detected to be in any of the stairs areas, because in this case the floor change is possible. The authors also proposed an intermediate virtual floor between staircases, which they called 1/2 floor, to approximate motion between floors inside the staircase. User motion inside the staircase is represented by an extended Markov model. The new floor level is set depending on the model based information. The vertical speed in the staircase is adjusted depending on the user climbing up or down. In this approach the altitude measurements are not used although they could increase the robustness of the floor transition estimation. Also elevators or ladders for industrial facilities are not addressed.

In [51], [55], [58] the map-matching algorithm was also extended with 3D movement in multi-storey buildings. The vertical movement can be detected by the smartphone’s sensors. To monitor a floor change Ascher et al. [55] proposed a new representation of the map with three possible objects:

- Rooms: bounding walls, transitions to other objects
- Stairs: inclined planes with bounding lines and transitions to other objects
- Ladders/elevators: vertical rectangle with bounding lines
In practice, better results can be achieved when a link-node large open spaces where people can stay and walk anywhere.

node graph it is difficult to model pedestrian movements in the most likely route will be along the corridor. Using a link-node of pedestrian movement only in places like corridors where particles. However, this approach provides an adequate model particle movement and allows the use of a smaller number of particles on the links imposes an additional constraint on particles always stay on links [60], [63]. Propagating the as a degree of similarity between two polylines.

The approach described in [59] is based on Bayesian inference for indoor applications relies on the similarity of the trajectory and building floor plan through map-matching.

B. Topological map-matching indoors

Similar to the street map-matching the topological algorithms for indoor applications use a link-node representation of a building plan [59]. A node is a point defined by its coordinates including altitude. The altitude can be given in terms of a floor number. The nodes correspond to the junctions and the points of interest in the building. A link is a straight line connecting two consecutive nodes. The links may correspond to the corridors, staircases, entrances to elevators, passages between buildings, etc. The consecutive links are connected and represent a network similar to a road network (Fig. 11), where link-node representation of building is depicted by blue lines and dots. The link-node model can be generated automatically from a building floor plan using, for example, Dijkstra’s algorithm [60] or Voronoi-Diagram [61].

However, developing a set of map matching functions for pedestrian navigation is a challenge because the trajectory of people is not always similar to the geometry of the mapping data. Development of algorithms indoors is based on the comparison of topological elements from the trajectory and the database. The goal is to identify the correct link and then location of a user on this link. A topological map matching for indoor applications relies on the similarity of the trajectory geometry and the topological features of the link-node graph. The approach described in [59] is based on Bayesian inference where the estimation is computed considering the traveled distance and azimuth. Spassov [62] used the Fréchet distance as a degree of similarity between two polylines.

Another approach is to use a particle filter in which the particles always stay on links [60], [63]. Propagating the particles on the links imposes an additional constraint on particle movement and allows the use of a smaller number of particles. However, this approach provides an adequate model of pedestrian movement only in places like corridors where the most likely route will be along the corridor. Using a link-node graph it is difficult to model pedestrian movements in large open spaces where people can stay and walk anywhere. In practice, better results can be achieved when a link-node model of building is combined with wall constraints [60].

Hilsenbeck et al. [61] proposed to use a grid-based Bayesian filter in which the continuous state space is replaced by a sparse graph structure that represents a link-node model of a building and the posterior probability distribution is computed only in the selected nodes. Their results demonstrate at least tenfold reduction of computational burden compared to state-of-the-art particle filter solutions while ensuring robust localization. Additional reduction of computational complexity comes from a coarse, adaptive quantization of the indoor space, which takes into account typical motion patterns of pedestrians in buildings. The proposed approach is able to reliably track a pedestrian through an indoor environment using only 50 particles to process pedometer measurements in combination with WiFi signal strength measurements. In addition, the algorithm is able to adapt to characteristic gait patterns for individual users. The approach also addressed navigation in open spaces by adaptively constructing the graph with respect to the available space.

The performance of a positioning system based on WLAN and building floor plan is shown in a supplementary downloadable video Clip 1. On this video the true user’s position is shown by a cyan diamond, the WLAN based positioning by black asterisk, and the position estimated as a result of fusion of WLAN with map is shown by a red circle. The particles that are propagated using link-node model are depicted as blue dots. The particles that are propagated using wall constraint are depicted as red dots. The field tests results indicate that most of the time the map-aided positioning is more accurate than WLAN only positioning. Note also that link-node map-matching better preserves the topology: the estimated position follows the true path without crossing the walls and going to the wrong places. Movement between floors is also implemented using the vertical link representing elevators and staircases.

C. Heading correction through the knowledge of the building orientation

The algorithms for heading correction with the aid of a map fall into two groups: Algorithms that explicitly generate heading measurements from the knowledge of the building orientation; Algorithms that exploit the information contained in building floor plans through map-matching.

Abdulrahim et al. [64], [65] proposed the approach to generate heading measurements from the basic knowledge of the orientation of the building in which the navigation system is operating. The solution is based on the assumption that most buildings are constructed with a rectangular layout where most rooms and corridors are also rectangular, thus constraining the direction in which the user can move throughout the building into one of four principal headings. The disadvantage of these methods is that a user can actually move in a different direction than the “cardinal heading” of the building. Therefore the method may fail in the following cases [64]: (a) a person is walking in circles or curvilinear lines for long period of time,
based on particle filter with wall constraints has the following properties:

- Node-link model of building has to be obtained
- Implementation is complex, but more stable numerically and requires small amount of particles
- The topology is better followed, however it is not well suited for large open spaces
- Work well even when only WLAN based position estimates are available

V. USING SMARTPHONE SENSORS FOR POSITIONING

Inertial and other self-contained sensors can improve smartphone based positioning. However, the accuracy of these sensors in a typical smartphone is low. Therefore, a conventional strap-down inertial navigation approach is not suitable for implementation because of rapid accumulation of position, velocity and attitude errors. An approach to using smartphone sensors for positioning can be useful only if it can cope with the changing orientation of a phone without any constraint on usage scenarios which typically include carrying phone in a pocket, bag, hand or arm-band, making a call, texting, or looking at the display. The major challenge when the phone is not assumed to be constrained is the determination of the heading offset between the direction a smartphone is facing and the direction the user is moving. There are approaches that attempt to solve this problem [70]–[72], however it is still an open research problem. Different transit modes such as pedestrian, elevators and escalators make the sensor based positioning even more complicated. The approaches also have to work on different types of surface and across wide group of people regardless of their height, weight, age, gender, physical condition, etc.

Smartphone sensors can assist in pedestrian positioning by performing the following tasks (Fig. 12): walking parameters estimation including step counting and step length and direction estimation, motion classification, transit mode detection,
and floor change detection in multi-storey buildings. These tasks are carried out using a so-called pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) algorithm that computes position by integrating the displacement vectors, which represent steps. If no steps are detected, the system is assumed to be stationary. The PDR’s performance is quite robust to the sensor quality, which makes it suitable for implementation on smartphones.

Any PDR system performs the following tasks [73]:
- Step count or step segmentation
- Step length estimation
- Step direction estimation

In the remainder of this section different approaches for implementation of the algorithms shown in Fig. 12 will be described: step detection, step length and direction estimation, orientation tracking, multiple usage scenarios and activity recognition. Special attention will be paid to the methods that do not restrict a smartphone placement and usage: it may be firmly held in place, or free to move from its current position without warning.

A. Walk detection and step counting

Most walk detection and step counting methods are based on the assumption that pedestrian motion has a cyclic nature. The algorithms search for the repeating patterns in accelerometer or gyroscope data during walking (Fig. 13). They can be generally categorized into the following groups: thresholding and peak detection, auto-correlation, and spectral analysis. The pros and cons of different walk detection and step counting approaches are summarized in Table I.

1) Thresholding and peak detection: Thresholding and peak detection algorithms are often used together: the walking or running motion is detected applying thresholds and then steps are counted by counting peaks [74]. In most cases steps are detected and counted using accelerometers [75]–[83] and, in some cases, gyroscopes [84]. Simple algorithms apply a threshold on some parameters derived from the accelerometer signal. Walking and other activities are identified by comparison of different features with the pre-defined thresholds [74], [85]. The features are computed from windows of accelerometers and gyroscopes measurements, and usually include mean, standard deviation, energy, correlation, frequency-domain entropy, and FFT coefficients [74], [85], [86].

According to [86], a window length of 5-7 seconds is sufficient to capture cycles in activities such as walking, running, window cleaning, or vacuuming. The mean and energy of acceleration sufficed for accurate recognition of these activities. For computation of features in the frequency domain a 512 sample window enables fast computation of FFTs. The energy feature can be calculated in both time and frequency domains. In the time-domain it is computed by squaring the norm of the accelerometer and gyroscope data and summing and normalizing them over a moving window. In the frequency domain it can be computed as the sum of the squared FFT component magnitudes of the signal. The sum is divided by the window length for normalization. Additionally, the DC component of the FFT should be excluded from this sum since the presence of a non-zero DC component can hide important information and reduce the effectiveness of frequency domain estimation techniques [85], [86].

Some algorithms use thresholds on vertical acceleration assuming that sensors are firmly attached and their orientation with respect to the geographical frame is known. The performance of these algorithms can significantly deteriorate if a smartphone is not firmly attached to the body. To resolve the orientation problem the signal magnitude can be used instead. Another difficulty with the threshold approach is that the optimal threshold value can change significantly across different users, surfaces and movements. This method may not work correctly for unconstrained smartphones when the measured acceleration does not match the regular acceleration patterns during walking motion and the thresholds can be triggered mistakenly.

Another useful feature for walking motion detection is zero-crossing [75], [76], [78]. It is related to threshold methods and can be computed based on accelerometer data. The decision on whether a step is being made is done by analyzing the magnitude of the acceleration vector, which can be computed by subtracting the local gravity from the measured magnitude of the specific force. When the sign changes from negative to positive, a new step is counted. The zero-crossing method is based on the cyclic movement of the human body and requires a triaxial accelerometer. Since the norm of the acceleration vector is used the orientation of the sensor unit has no effect on the measurement. This is a popular choice for pedometers or activity monitors due to its simplicity.

The steps can be counted by identifying and counting the peaks (maximum or minimum detection) in the measured acceleration. These peaks are emphasized in vertical acceleration during walking because of heel impacts especially when sensors are attached to the body [79], [80]. The peaks can be also detected in the norm of acceleration vector for other smartphone locations including texting or carrying in a bag. However, their magnitude is usually smaller. The difficulty with this approach is that each foot impact may generate multiple local peaks which can significantly increase the algorithm complexity. The algorithm performance can be improved if accelerometer measurements are pre-processed by applying band-pass filtering. For example, Ladetto applied the wavelet transformation to remove high-frequency harmonics from the signal [79]. A disadvantage of this approach is that walking motion detection may be triggered by any motion with a similar periodicity to walking.

![Fig. 13. Vertical acceleration during normal walking as it measured by a torso mounted accelerometer.](image-url)
2) Correlation based algorithms: An alternative to peak detection in acceleration signal is computing cross-correlation of accelerometer measurements with a pre-defined stride template or auto-correlation function. The template can be previously recorded walking data from the same person [73]. Correlation based algorithms detect peaks in the mean-adjusted computed correlation of a temporal sequence of acceleration, usually the norm of the measured acceleration vector. This approach can be used for different sensor locations.

Rai et al. [83] proposed Normalized Auto-correlation based Step Counting (NASC). They observed that if the user is walking, then the auto-correlation will spike at the correct periodicity of the walker. Given a sequence of acceleration samples $a(k)$, the normalized auto-correlation for lag $\tau$ at the $m$-th sample is

$$
\chi(m, \tau) = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \frac{(a(m+k) - \mu(m, \tau))(a(m+k+\tau) - \mu(m+\tau, \tau))}{\sigma(m, \tau)\sigma(m+\tau, \tau)}
$$

(17)

where the value of a time lag $\tau$ is chosen between 0.8 and 2 sec. According to [83] when the person is walking and the step frequency is equal to $\tau$, the normalized auto-correlation is close to one. Since, the value of $\tau$ is not known a priori, the algorithm computes the auto-correlation for different values of $\tau$ within a pre-defined range and finds the value of $\tau$ for which the $\chi(m, \tau)$ becomes maximum. NASC can also detect other repetitive activity such as running.

Dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm attempts to recognize each step within the data. A stride template is formed offline and cross-correlation with the accelerometer signal is computed online [87]. DTW gives better results since it allows a non-linear mapping between the template and measured acceleration. However, good performance comes at the price of a considerable computational overhead. Compare to DTW, computation of auto-correlation is faster and its computational burden can be further reduced by evaluating the auto-correlation only for a subset of time lags corresponding to the frequencies of interest [88].

3) Spectral analysis based algorithms: Another version of peak detection algorithm uses wavelet decomposition to extract dominant frequency component from subsets of measured acceleration [79] within the time-interval that includes at least two cycles. In this approach the accelerometer signal is split into its low- and high-frequency components and the dominant frequency taken as the walking frequency. By iterating this process $N$ times on the resulted low-frequency approximation, the dominant low-frequency signal with much smoother shape is generated. The frequency of this signal corresponds to walking cadence. This is called the wavelet decomposition tree, and $N$ is the number of computed levels. Ladetto [79] performed decomposition at level 4 using the Meyer wavelet function. The decomposed at this level signal has only one maximum within each cycle and therefore steps can be easily identified and counted.

Susi et al. [85], [89] applied the short-term Fourier transform (STFT) to evaluate the frequency content of successive windows of accelerometer signal. The basic assumption of this technique is that any non-stationary signal can be regarded as stationary for a short time duration. The walking cadence is visible in the frequency peaks of the spectrogram obtained as the square absolute value of the STFT. They also analyzed the dominant frequency by evaluating the largest maximum in the spectrogram. When the user was walking and carrying the inertial measurement unit (IMU) in the texting mode and with the hand swinging, the walking cadence was visible in the spectrogram’s frequency peaks and the strongest frequency for both IMU placements was coupled with the step event. Another observation was that when the user was performing an irregular motion, e.g. looking for a mobile phone in a bag, the two main frequencies showed a very irregular trend. The spectrogram was completely different when the user was static: the dominant frequencies did not exhibit strong peaks. So, the frequency analysis can be used to distinguish irregular motion modes from normal walking [85].

Brajdic and Harle [74] used STFT for both walk detection and step counting. In walk detection they used STFT to split the signal into successive time windows and labelled each as walking if it contained significant spectral energy at typical walking frequencies. For step counting they used STFT to compute a fractional number of strides for each window by dividing the window width by the dominant walking period it detected. These fractional values were then summed to estimate the number of strides taken.

4) Walk detection and step counting on unconstrained smartphone: It should be noted that most implementations claim to use only the vertical acceleration, but do not compensate for changes in the global pose of the sensors during walking. Instead they assume that one of the accelerometer axes remains vertical throughout. This assumption is not valid for unconstrained smartphones. However, there are some efficient and robust walk detection and step counting algorithms designed for unconstrained smartphones. These approaches can be classified into the following groups: (a) allowing arbitrary pose and carrying location, (b) tracking the phone orientation, and (c) performing motion classification and adapting different algorithms for different motions.

Pan et al. [90] proposed a step counting algorithm for unrestricted smartphone allowing arbitrary device pose during walking. The algorithm computes the phone pose transformation based on gravity vectors. Then it looks for correlated segments from the collected raw data. The authors adopted the concept of correlation coefficients to identify whether the collected sensing measurements exhibit similar tendencies and then perform step segmentation. It was claimed that the step detection error is quite small when the phone is carried without changing the carrying mode. This approach can be applied only for walking.

Susi et al. [85] analyzed biomechanics of walking and found that the swinging of the arm is synchronized with the foot motion, thus making walk detection and step counting possible when sensors are carried in hand. The authors proposed to use the gyroscope data for step counting because a swinging arm produces a notable cyclic pattern in angular velocity. So, the steps can be counted by counting the peaks of the gyroscope signal.

The same phenomena was also exploited in [91] where
Renaudin et al. showed that the strongest frequency of the signal extracted from the handheld IMU is coupled with the step frequency of the walking person and can be used to estimate the cadence. The relationship between step and hand frequencies was analyzed for different hand motions and phone carrying modes. The approach for reliable step frequency estimation on handheld device is based on STFT. The field tests showed that the error in distance estimation with this algorithm was between 2.5–5% of the travelled distance [91], which is comparable with the accuracy achieved by other algorithms that are designed only for body fixed sensors.

Steinhoff and Schiele [92] experimented with a medium accuracy IMU (Xsens MTx) carried in trousers’ front pockets during walking. The main contribution of their work is experimental evaluation of novel and existing PDR algorithms in scenarios when an unconstrained IMU is carried in pocket. To cope with unknown and changing IMU pose the approach computes its global orientation. Then it computes the vertical acceleration, which was found to be a feature that is robust to changing orientation. To make the algorithm more robust the signal was pre-processed with a median filter for noise removal. Also a threshold on the vertical acceleration variance was applied to avoid spurious step detections from small peaks. Based on a field test with eight people it was found that the step detection accuracy was not affected by the IMU position inside the pocket or the shape of the pocket.

Summarizing the walk detection and step counting algorithms for unconstrained smartphones it can be concluded that all successful algorithms are able to recognize (or know a priori) how a smartphone is being carried and then adapt the algorithms for better performance. Some approaches even demonstrated the ability to cope with ill-defined movements such as shuffling or side steps [74].

5) Step counting during walking on stairs or ramps:
Another common assumption in step detection is that most algorithms are developed and tested only for pedestrian motion on flat surfaces. Ladetto [79] tested step counting algorithms on ramps and found that most algorithms are robust to small slopes in surface and start to break down only on inclines of 10% or more. More recently, Wang et al. [93] have demonstrated that different gait patterns corresponding to different inclines can be distinguished autonomously with accuracy exceeding 90%. From this we can conclude that algorithms for walk detection and step counting can be adapted to cope with long ramps such as those for wheelchair access, which can be found in many buildings.

Munoz et al. [84] proposed step detection algorithms for a pocket-mounted sensor unit that can work not only during walking on flat surfaces, but also during climbing and descending stairs. This algorithm exploits the use of the pitch angle computed by the IMU. In addition to step segmentation it was demonstrated that using the pitch angle, it is possible to identify five basic physical activities: standing, sitting, walking, walking up and down stairs. However, this algorithm heavily relies on the assumption that the sensor unit is in a pocket. When the unit is taken out of the pocket the algorithm may perform incorrectly.

6) Performance of step counting algorithms implemented on smartphones: The most comprehensive presentation of field test results for walk detection and step counting on unconstrained smartphones is given in [74]. The authors proposed metrics and scenarios that allow uniform comparison of algorithms on commodity smartphones. The test scenarios included different activities such as picking up and putting down the phone, texting, revolving on an office chair, transitioning between standing and sitting, and between walking and standing. Step counting errors are computed for eight different algorithms based on a set of 130 sensor traces from 27 distinct users. All algorithms require only acceleration magnitude data gathered from a smartphone.

The results for walk detection showed that the best performance was achieved by the two threshold based algorithms: one with the threshold on standard deviation and another on signal energy. They exhibited total median error in walk...
detection of about 1% including both false positive and false negative errors. The overall best step counting results were obtained using the windowed peak detection algorithm with a median error of 1.3%. Except for the placement in a back trouser pocket, the majority of placements have little effect on the step counting performance.

The threshold based algorithms can have false-positive detection errors, reporting steps even when users are not walking if they make sudden movements such as hand gestures, turning or shifting in the chair etc. When walking is disrupted by sudden movements Brajdic and Harle [74] used normalized auto-correlation algorithm combined with the threshold on standard deviation. This approach is more robust since it exploits the repetitive nature of walking.

If the phone is placed in a trouser pocket the step counting can be improved by adding gyroscopes data to the algorithm. Munoz et al. [84] presented a step detector and step length estimator based on the opening angle of the leg. It was shown that the movement of the user’s leg is strongly correlated with walking cadence and the step length. This approach can also reliably work during climbing and descending stairs. The error in step detection is less then 1%, however, the field tests were carried out with Xsens IMU, which has much more accurate gyroscopes than any smartphone.

**B. Step Length Estimation**

Simple algorithms only count steps assuming that the step length is just the average for that user. Advanced algorithms also perform accurate step segmentation and analyze the accelerometer signals to estimate the magnitude of each step individually. However, most of these systems require calibration to an individual user because everyone’s gait has different acceleration profiles.

The following two formulas can be used to estimate step length when the smartphone is in a jacket or trouser pocket. Since the formulas use vertical component of the acceleration to compute a step length, the mobile device’s pose has to be known. An empirical relation between maximum and minimum of the vertical acceleration and the step length is given by [77]

\[ SL_1 = K \sqrt{a_{\text{max}} - a_{\text{min}}} \] (18)

where \(a_{\text{max}}, a_{\text{min}}\) are the maximum and minimum values of the vertical acceleration during one step, and \(K\) is a calibration constant that can adjust step length estimation to a specific person. This formula is based on the bounce movement of the hip while walking. The second step length estimator that was developed for implementation on smartphones when they are carried in pockets [94], [95] is

\[ SL_2 = 0.1 \cdot 2^{\frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} ||a_{\text{vert},k}||}{N}} \cdot \frac{K}{\sqrt{T \cdot a_{\text{peak}}}} \] (19)

where \(T\) is a step duration, \(a_{\text{vert},k}\) is a sequence of measured vertical accelerations during one step, \(a_{\text{peak}}\) is the difference between maximum and minimum vertical acceleration during the same step, and \(K\) is a calibration constant.

Ladetto [79] proposed an empirical formula for step length that uses the variance of acceleration instead of the vertical component of acceleration. His formula is the following relation between the step length, step frequency and variance of acceleration signal:

\[ SL_3 = K_1 + K_2 f + K_3 \text{Var} + w \] (20)

where \(K_1, K_2, K_3\) are user-specific calibration parameters, \(f\) is an estimated step frequency, \(\text{Var}\) is the variance of the measured acceleration signal, and \(w\) is a Gaussian noise. The accuracy of this formula was analyzed during field tests with 20 persons who walked with a constant cadence. The results indicate that the step length computed by Eq. 20 is quite accurate for fast walking with the variance of 4% at 130 steps/min. However, the variance increased to 15% at a cadence of 60 steps/min. Fortunately, since the mean error is much smaller the error in traveled distance is less than 2%.

Gusenbauer et al. [96] also used a linear equation to model the relation between the step length and cadence, but without the acceleration variance term:

\[ SL_4 = K_1 + K_2 f + w \] (21)

They regarded the step frequency as a crucial parameter for the step length estimation. The natural asymmetry in left and right steps is accounted for by a Gaussian noise term \(w\). Based on field tests with different subjects, the standard deviation for the Gaussian noise distribution was defined as

\[ \sigma = 0.24 - 0.09 f \] (22)

A model for reliable step length estimation on handheld devices was proposed in [91]. It includes the step frequency, height, and three calibration parameters:

\[ SL_5 = h \cdot (K_1 \cdot f + K_2) + K_3 \] (23)

where \(h\) is the user’s height. The authors proposed to use two sets of parameters: universal and calibrated. The universal parameters are not calibrated to a specific person and usually give the first approximation for the calibration procedure. The calibrated parameters are computed using recursive least-squares by minimizing the sum of squared residuals between the true step length and the predicted step length for \(n\) particular people. The relationship between walking cadence and hand swinging frequency was analyzed for different hand motions and sensor carrying modes based on the frequency content of synchronized signals collected with two sensors placed in the hand and on the foot.

The approach proposed in [84] works only when the mobile device is carried in trouser pockets during walking and it computes the step length using the opening angle of the leg. Based on extensive field tests the authors found that this relationship can be applied in general for all users regardless of other parameters such as the user’s height, leg length, weight, gender and the pocket’s size. The step length is computed using the formula

\[ SL_6 = K_1 + K_2 \Delta \theta \] (24)

where \(\Delta \theta\) is the pitch angle measured by an IMU in trouser pocket, and \(K_1, K_2\) are user-specific calibration parameters.
The results showed that the estimation of the step length is insensitive to speed changes.

1) Performance of step length estimation algorithms with unconstrained IMU: Jahn et al. [95] evaluated the performance of the step length estimation algorithms based on Eq. 18 and Eq. 19. In the first case the Xsens IMU was attached to the back approximately at the center of mass and in the second case the IMU was carried in a trouser pocket. In both cases the error in step length estimation was about 2–3%. The standard deviation in the second case was higher. The measurement data was collected from five participants during indoor field tests on a flat concrete area. The subjects were asked to complete the test course at three different speeds: "normal", "slow" and "fast". The calibration constant was computed based on test data for different walking speeds.

Fang et al. [80] tested the step length estimator based on Eq. 18 on a 1.2 km course in indoor and outdoor environment on different terrains including swamp terrain. The overall distance estimation error with personal calibration was about ±3% and ±5% without calibration across the variety of subjects. The authors noticed that the estimation accuracy degrades rapidly when a person is walking, for example, on non-flat terrain or climbing on stairs.

Ladetto [79] tested his approach with a body mounted IMU during experiments with 20 people. He could achieve an error in distance estimation of about 1% with parameters calibrated to each person. The tests also revealed that slopes smaller than 10% have little effect on distance estimation.

Renaudin et al. [91] evaluated performance of the step length estimation algorithm with hand-held IMU during field tests involving 10 test subjects. They also compared the accuracy of travelled distance estimation of the same algorithm between the case when universal parameters were used and when a set of parameters was calibrated for each subject. The algorithm with user-specific parameters showed an error between 2.5 and 5% of the travelled distance, which is comparable with that achieved by models proposed in the literature for body fixed sensors only. The algorithm with universal parameters showed an error between 3.2 and 9% of the travelled distance.

C. Walking direction estimation

Walking direction estimation on an unconstrained smartphone is the most difficult problem that has to be solved to achieve capabilities for autonomous navigation. This is still an open problem since most of the proposed solutions can work only with IMUs that have much better accuracy than modern smartphone sensors. The algorithms for walking direction estimation usually include two important tasks: (a) computation of the smartphone’s pose with respect to some global frame; (b) estimation of walking direction in the global frame using the smartphone’s sensors.

1) Computing smartphone’s orientation in global frame: The smartphone’s orientation is usually computed with respect to a global frame N as shown in Fig. 14. This frame is fixed to the earth and its $x_n$ and $y_n$ axes are aligned with the local horizontal plane pointing north and east respectively, and the $z_n$ axis is aligned with the local vertical. This way an orthogonal right-hand coordinate frame is formed, sometimes referred to as east-north-up (ENU) frame. The sensor or body frame $B$ is centered in the smartphone and moves with it. Ideally, its origin would be located in the accelerometer to avoid measuring accelerations due to pure rotation. However, since the accelerometer’s exact location is unknown, the origin is assumed to be in the phone’s geometrical center. If the screen is facing up, the x-axis points right, the y-axis points forward, and the z-axis points up. Both the Android and the iOS APIs use the same definition of the coordinate frames. Mathematically, orientation of the sensor frame with respect to the global frame can be described by a transformation matrix $R_n^b$ which is composed of the direction cosine values between the two coordinate frames.

Tracking orientation using smartphone’s gyroscopes is a difficult task that requires frequent updates from other aiding sources, for example, magnetometers and accelerometers. However, magnetometers are not reliable indoors because of magnetic field distortions and they cannot track fast movements like those when a phone is swinging with the hand. One solution to this problem is based on the assumption that during walking and some other activities the average acceleration due to the movement is almost zero. Then, the direction of gravity can be measured by the accelerometers and used to correct the horizontal angles. This assumption is valid for most practical cases encountered in pedestrian navigation, since the acceleration of a person’s body during walking is cyclic, and therefore, if it is averaged over one or several cycles it will be almost zero. The accuracy of the gyroscopes must be good enough to track the orientation during the time between attitude updates to a high degree of accuracy. Since the gyro in smartphones are not accurate this time must be very short, only 1-2 seconds.

The algorithm for pitch and roll angles computation on a smartphone based on the complementary filtering technique and quaternion mechanization was proposed in [70], [97]. In the filter prediction stage the state mean and covariance are propagated using the gyroscope measurements, while the measurements from the accelerometers and magnetometers are used during the update stage. The approach relies on the capability to calculate and resolve the absolute instantaneous roll and pitch angles of the device by using measurements from accelerometers. The data is first low-pass filtered or averaged to reduce noise and then the roll and pitch are computed using
the equations [70]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{roll} &= \arctan(-f_x/f_z) \\
\text{pitch} &= \arctan(f_y/\sqrt{f_x^2 + f_z^2})
\end{align*}
\] (25)

where \(f_x, f_y, f_z\) are the instantaneous or averaged acceleration measurements along \(x, y\) and \(z\) axes. Averaging accelerometer signals reduces not only noise, but also the sensor’s bandwidth. As a consequence, the averaged accelerometer signals mainly measure the gravity components, which leads to more accurate computation of pitch and roll. In real-time implementations the noise can be also reduced by a moving average method either applied to the calculated roll and pitch or applied to the accelerometer readings themselves before the calculation of roll and pitch [70].

In [98] another approach for horizontal angles estimation was proposed based on low-cost IMU and external velocity aiding obtained from a model of human gait kinematics, which provides an alternative way to calculate traveled distance and velocity averaged during the step. The algorithm was applied to pedestrian navigation systems that included a torso mounted IMU. The kinetic model of gait is considered as a virtual sensor that can be used to estimate the step events and step size for a person while walking. The term “virtual” emphasizes the fact that there is no separate instrument for direct speed measurement. The speed is estimated using accelerometer measurements and additional information about the pedestrian’s movement which is derived from the model of human gait kinematics. The different characteristics of errors in INS output and in this virtual measurement make it possible to apply complementary filter methodology and significantly improve INS performance by keeping the horizontal velocity and tilt errors small.

After the horizontal angles are computed the azimuth can be determined. If a smartphone is being used, combining a gyro and a magnetic compass will give better results than using these sensors separately. The magnetic compass is able to provide the external azimuth to update the parameters of the gyro and the gyro can be used to detect the disturbances that can be as large as tens of degrees. Ladetto [99] proposed using a Kalman filter for coupling a magnetic compass with a low-cost gyroscope. In this case, the strengths of one technology can compensate the weaknesses of the other. If we compare the rate of change of both signals while measuring the strength of the magnetic field, it is possible to detect and compensate magnetic disturbances. In the absence of such disturbances, the continuous measurement of the azimuth allows to estimate and compensate the bias and the scale factor of the gyroscope. The reliability of indoor and outdoor navigation improves significantly thanks to the redundancy in the information.

2) Walking direction estimation: The ability to accurately estimate walking direction, regardless of smartphone orientation, is extremely important for long term positioning. The difficulty in walking direction computation with unconstrained smartphones comes from the fact that the direction that a smartphone is facing is often different from the direction the user is moving. So, even if the smartphone’s pose with respect to a global frame is accurately determined this is not enough to estimate the step direction.

Traditional IMU can determine the direction of travel by computing vectors of acceleration or velocity increments in the global frame, if the horizontal angles are accurately computed. This approach is usually not possible to implement with smartphone sensors. Other methods for walking direction estimation are focused on estimation of the misalignment between a smartphone and the pedestrian, or in other words the misalignment between the frame of the sensor assembly in the device and the frame of the pedestrian [100], or walking direction [72]. Algorithms for angular misalignment estimation between the smartphones pointing direction and pedestrian walking direction include [72]:

1) The principal component analysis method (PCA)
2) The forward and lateral accelerations modeling (FLAM)
3) The frequency analysis of inertial signals (FIS)

The first two algorithms require only the acceleration measured by a smartphone. The frequency analysis method also requires the angular velocity in addition to the acceleration. These algorithms can be potentially implemented on smartphones in different carrying modes including handheld.

The prerequisite for the above mentioned methods is computation of the smartphone’s pose in the global frame, since the measured acceleration in the sensor frame has to be transformed to the global frame. In the PCA method the first step is to compute horizontal acceleration components and remove the gravity value from the acceleration. Then the two horizontal acceleration components are fed to the PCA algorithm, which generates the principal components based on two features of human walk [72], [92], [100]–[102]: (a) over a gait cycle the variance of the horizontal acceleration is maximum along the forward direction; (b) the horizontal acceleration variance is minimum along the lateral direction. The directions are computed using eigenvalues: the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue gives the forward direction, and the second eigenvalue’s eigenvector gives the lateral direction.

The FLAM method for estimating the angular misalignment is based on modelling of the forward and lateral accelerations by a sum of sinusoids and computing the correlation function for the modelled and measured acceleration. When the angle parameter of this function is equal to the walking direction the correlation function reaches its maximum [103].

The FIS method also exploits the fact that the horizontal acceleration is maximum along the forward direction. It uses a cost function containing the power functions of the acceleration and angular velocity in the forward and lateral directions. These power functions are computed using a short-time Fourier transform. The walking direction is estimated by maximizing this cost function over the angle parameter [72].

The uDirect approach [104] determines a user’s facing direction with a mobile phone, regardless of the mobile phone’s orientation. A user’s forward direction is computed based on accelerometers, exploiting the physiological walking behavior of a human. By analyzing the acceleration pattern of the thigh movement during walking locomotion, the algorithm is able to identify the optimum moment where the captured acceleration signal mainly consists of the forward direction, minimizing the noise of unwanted side components. The underlying mathematical model using the quaternion presentation
further simplifies computation of the rotation compared to a vector based approach.

3) Performance of the walking direction estimation algorithms implemented on smartphones: The Humaine [101] positioning system was implemented on Android devices. The field tests included 170 experiments on different testbeds and phone positions and showed that the system works accurately indoors and outdoors, without user involvement or prior configurations. Humaine achieved 15 degrees of median accuracy in walking direction estimation. The uDirect [104] autonomous positioning system was tested only with a smartphone carried in trousers pocket and it could estimate walking direction with 22 degrees of error.

Other algorithms for walking direction estimation have been tested only with tactical grade IMUs that included a tri-axial accelerometer, a tri-axial gyroscope and a tri-axial magnetometer: ADIS-16488 in [72], ADIS-16407 in [71], Xsens MTx in [92], [102], etc. The reported walking direction estimation accuracy for these algorithms with IMU carried in hand or in trouser pockets is about 3 – 5 deg. However, it is not possible to predict what these algorithms’ accuracy in walking direction estimation would be if the high quality IMU were replaced by a smartphone.

D. Multiple usage scenarios and transit modes

Identification of transit mode, type of activity and phone placement can significantly improve the accuracy and reliability of PDR and map-matching. For typical smartphone deployment scenarios it will be enough to identify the following modes of transit and activities [74], [83], [105]: idle, picking up and putting down the phone, texting, transitioning between standing and sitting, level walking, up- and downstairs climbing, riding on elevators and escalators. In addition to these activities some common phone placement scenarios have to be considered: hand-held, front trouser pocket, back trouser pocket and in a backpack or handbag. All movements can be performed at different speeds and intensity levels.

1) Motion classes: For the purpose of pedestrian navigation the motion classification can be simplified by limiting the number of classes to only five, similar to what was proposed in [85]:

1) All situations when both the device and the user are static, i.e. the location does not change significantly during some time with the allowed amount of movement not exceeding the predefined threshold.
2) All cases when a user is walking except when a phone is held in swinging hand. This class includes the following cases: (a) A phone is in pocket, bag, arm-band or any other type of attachment; (b) Texting or watching screen; (c) Making or receiving a call.
3) All cases when the user is walking while holding the mobile device in his/her swinging hand.
4) Moving on elevators or escalators.
5) Irregular motions that the user performs while standing or sitting. During this time the user’s location does not change.

2) Feature sets: Time domain features include basic signal characteristics and statistics. The following features can be used to identify different types of activities for pedestrian navigation: magnitude, variance and energy of accelerometer and gyroscope measurements [74], [85]. Frequency-domain features can be used to capture periodicity in data and distinguish cyclic activities from irregular movements. They can be computed using coefficients of Fourier transform or fast Fourier transform (FFT), which also provide the dominant frequencies in the measured acceleration and angular velocity.

Since the bandwidth of human movements is usually below 10 Hz, the sensor data can be low-pass filtered, for example, using a 10th order Butterworth filter with a 15 Hz cut-off frequency [85]. Filtering can improve motion classification because the smartphone sensors are noisy. During fast movements, for example, when a smartphone is swinging with the hand, the norm of the acceleration and angular velocity can be considered. This removes dependence on the phone pose and makes motion classification more robust.

3) Motion classifier: Pedestrian motion can be classified by a decision tree, which uses a flowchart-like graph of decisions and their possible consequences covering all of the possible classes. Each internal node represents comparison of features with the thresholds, each branch represents the outcome of this comparison and each end node represents a class label. The paths from root to leaf represents classification rules. A decision tree consists of 3 types of nodes: decision nodes, chance nodes, end nodes.

In [85], [106] the authors used a multivariate decision tree. At the first node the algorithm evaluates the energies and variances of gyroscope and accelerometer signals to determine static and dynamic activities. Then the features describing periodicity are checked to separate irregular motion from walking. Irregular motion is usually characterized by very high values of the gyroscope and accelerometer variances in short temporal periods. Finally, the gyroscope measurements are evaluated to identify walking with a swinging hand, which is characterized by high values of the gyroscope and accelerometer variances and energies, and frequency peaks in the STFT spectrogram of the gyroscope signal.

E. Summary of sensor based positioning

Although in contemporary smartphones the sensor based positioning cannot operate as a stand-alone technology it can be very useful when combined with WLAN/BLE based positioning or map-matching [107]. The major advantage of this technology is availability of accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers in almost every smartphone. The major difficulty in implementation of these tasks on smartphones is freedom of movement and arbitrary placement. The major tasks that can be performed using smartphone sensors are step count, distance and walking direction computation, activity recognition, vertical movements and floor change detection. The most difficult task is a smartphone orientation tracking and walking direction estimation.

Examples of autonomous positioning implemented on a typical Android smartphone are shown in [108], [109]. During
the test, the user was carrying the phone in hand and pocket,
texting and making a call with the phone on the ear. During
two minutes of autonomous navigation the position error did
not exceed 7 meters. In another test the user was walking
indoors for 4 minutes and the maximum error stayed within 13
meters, even with the phone changing orientation with respect
to the user. This fully autonomous solution can be further
improved when combined with WLAN measurements and the
building floor plan.

VI. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES

Smartphone based indoor positioning systems are being de-
ployed on Apple and Google smartphones and provide reason-
able good positioning accuracy in areas rich with WLAN APs
and BLE beacons. The companies also provide a public API
for Wi-Fi, BLE, inertial and magnetic sensors data that can
be used by third party developers. However, the positioning
performance still can be improved and open research issues
include autonomous indoor positioning, integrity monitoring,
fingerprint database generation and maintenance, seamless
positioning between indoors, outdoors and different modes
of transit, evaluation and comparison of different positioning
algorithms

1) Autonomous indoor positioning: Currently, there is no
effective approach for long-term autonomous indoor position-
ing when absolute position fixes from WLAN or BLE are
unavailable. A possible solution can be based on pedestrian
dead-reckoning (PDR) combined with maps. However, PDR
implementation for unrestrained phones and different modes
of transit is complicated.

2) Integrity monitoring: Receiver autonomous integrity
monitoring is commonly used in GNSS. There are also some
approaches for integrity monitoring of INS/GNSS integrated
navigation systems. In indoor positioning integrity monitoring
makes it possible to improve operational robustness and elim-
inate outliers, in particular, to isolate WLAN APs and BLE
beacons that disagree with the fingerprint database. There is a
need for such methods on smartphone based indoor positioning
systems. Possible solutions can use hardware and analytical
redundancy: multiple WLAN APs and BLE beacons, PDR,
map-matching and magnetic field fingerprinting.

3) Effective generation and maintenance of fingerprint
database: Since the data collection required for WLAN and
BLE fingerprint database generation is a time consuming and
labor intensive process, the crowdsourcing approach will play
a critical role in reducing time and costs in the future. The
major difficulty is in providing reference position indoors.

4) Positioning performance evaluation: There is no stan-
dard procedure for positioning accuracy evaluation of different
algorithms. Most publications present only walking tests for
a single user in a small area of an office building filled with
WLAN APs and BLE beacons. The tests are performed in a
very controlled environment in which the same device and the
way of carrying is used during the training and positioning
phases. In some cases the reported position accuracy can be
1-2 m. However, in real life situations the position accuracy
is usually significantly worse, especially when the fingerprint
database is not up-to-date or the WLAN and BLE coverage is
not complete or the fingerprints are not collected in all areas.
The accuracy can degrade also because people use different
types of phones and carrying modes.

A possible solution to this problem can be creation of
a public database that can be used as a benchmark during
evaluation of different indoor positioning algorithms. The
general requirements to this database can be summarized as

• The data has to be recorded on several different com-
modity smartphones and include RSS measurements from
all available WLAN APs and BLE beacons, acceleration,
angular velocity, magnetic field, GNSS or assisted GNSS.
• The WLAN and BLE fingerprints as well as the reference
smartphone position has to be provided.
• The test path has to be long enough to include different
types of buildings such as office buildings, shopping
malls, convention centers, airports, etc, floor change in
multi-storey buildings, using elevators and escalators, and
different modes of transit between the buildings (car, bus,
subway, and train).
• The data is recorded during field tests with many different
users who follow the same pre-defined scenario that
includes carrying the phone in hand and pocket, texting
and making a call with the phone on the ear.

The work presented in [43] is a step towards such a public
benchmark.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have surveyed the most significant algo-
rithms that can be implemented in smartphone positioning
systems: WLAN/BLE based positioning, map-matching, mag-
etic field fingerprinting, and motion tracking using sensors.
The default approach for indoor navigation on a smartphone is
based on WLAN. The positioning accuracy depends on density
of WLAN access points and calibration points, and can be
sufficient for many applications in typical public buildings like
shopping malls, universities, airports etc. The disadvantage of
this approach is the labor-intensive process of building and
maintaining the WLAN database.

Improvement of WLAN based positioning can be achieved
by using indoor map information. The assumption of indoor
map availability is justified since the map is necessary to
communicate results to the user and also for creating the radio
map. So, we can conclude that map aiding does not require
any additional investments in hardware or infrastructure. This
capability is enabled by software that implements a map-
matching algorithm.

Many modern smartphones also contain accelerometers,
gyrosopes and magnetometers. The use of sensors can sig-
nificantly enhance the positioning accuracy of WLAN/BLE
based solution because the advantages and disadvantages
of the two systems broadly complement each other: sensor
based position errors growth can be curbed using WLAN
positions and gaps in WLAN/BLE coverage can be filled
by sensor based positioning. However, because smartphone
sensors are not accurate, long term autonomous positioning
without WLAN/BLE position fixes currently is not possible.
Walking direction computation is the biggest challenge in implementation of PDR on smartphones and it is still an open research problem.

Magnetic field fingerprinting can be added to other indoor positioning methods when high position accuracy is required. Although this method can potentially provide sub-meter position accuracy its implementation on smartphones is difficult, mainly because of stringent requirements to magnetic map database. Magnetic field gradients can be very steep indoors and, therefore, a dense grid of calibration points is necessary. Since the magnetic field may also vary significantly with height, the calibration points also have to be at different heights. Methods have to be developed to create the database in an efficient manner. Finally, transient magnetic interferences should be considered, especially in areas close to elevators.

The most accurate navigation solution is based on a combination of WLAN, BLE, map, magnetic field and sensor based positioning. The trend for augmentation of WLAN/BLE based positioning by all possible sensors will continue in the future smartphone indoor positioning systems. In addition to WLAN and BLE absolute position fixes can be also obtained from LTE, 5G or other future technologies. These measurements will be fed into data fusion filter that can combine them with map, magnetic field fingerprints and sensor measurements and produce accurate and reliable position estimates.
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